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W E L C O M E  T O  M Y 
I N F I N I T E  U N I V E R S E …
Explore the farthest reaches of my crazy doodle universe, packed with weird and wonderful 
landscapes and bizarre creatures called Misfits. From spectacular underwater worlds to fantastical 
cityscapes, each out-of-this-world scene comes straight from my wildest imagination.

Your task is to travel from scene to scene to find a collection of Misfits. They are listed and shown. 
Some are good creatures, some are bad, but all have a sense of mischief that makes them very 
tricky to track down!

There will be characters hiding in each intricately-detailed picture. It’s truly tricky to spot them. 
Their descriptions will give you hints on where they are. Remember, they are masters of disguise, so 
you might only catch a glinting eye, a distinctive tooth or the glimpse of a smile. Follow the clues, 
then colour the creatures as you find them so they don’t disappear again.

Don’t panic! If your brain begins to boggle, all the answers are in 
the back of the book. 

The objects below are hidden throughout the book – pay close attention and count how many times 
they appear and write your totals here.

leimelendres@

This is Astros. An earthling on a mission to explore the 
doodle universe, he is lost in one scene – try to hunt 
him down before the Misfits capture him and put an end 
to his explorations.
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BURGLARRY A sticky-fingered rogue with a penchant for breaking and entering, Burglarry has got a 
head for heights – he specializes in scaling walls and climbing trees and practises his talent whenever 
and wherever he can.

SHAKEY A mass of contradictions, Shakey is a shy Misfit but hates to be left alone. She sticks close to 
non-Misfit characters, hitching a ride with them if she gets the chance. 

KAPPAH A bit of an outcast, Kappah often finds himself on the outside looking in, observing the crowds. 
His favourite viewpoints are high up in the trees, so he can watch people without being spotted.

A L I E N  I N V AS I O N
A UFO-load of Misfit daredevils have landed with one aim – to take over the planet and turn everyone into 
oddities like them. Can you use the clues to seek out the following Misfits and colour them in to stop their 
mission and save the world?

CHIDOG Greedy, cute and bold, Chidog’s trick is befriending picnickers in the park so he can steal their 
food. He perches up high so he can swoop on his favourite snacks.

ORION One of the last to leave the spaceship, Orion is a happy chap who is keen to make friends with 
both Misfits and earthlings.
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BROW An awkward loner whose goal is to overcome his shyness once and for all, Brow spends his 
days visiting other Misfits in their homes in a bid to hone his conversational skills.  

DULBEE A genius baby Misfit, Dulbee loves watching watersports, especially river rafting.

PYRHEAD On a mission to search for his missing eye, Pyrhead’s distinctive pyramid head should 
mean that he’s a doddle to find but he has a knack of evading even the most determined of 
Misfit hunters.

C R A Z Y  T O W N
This is no ordinary city – it’s a mixed-up metropolis harbouring gangs of madcap Misfits. Scour the mean 
streets and soaring skyscrapers to hunt down the characters listed below and highlight them before they 
take over the town. Don’t forget, there are clues in their descriptions.

FRIBLE A true food lover, Frible is allergic to the kitchen so spends all of her time and money 
in and around the cafes of Crazy Town. 
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LICKIE Boisterous and a know-it-all, Lickie swaggers about like he owns the place. He’s prone to 
starting trouble then ducking under the table, leaving others to take the blame.

CLOFOAM A timid and non-confrontational character, Clofoam hates arguments and shies away from 
any sort of conflict, particularly of the messy or food-based variety.

BEESTLE Beestle lurks in corners waiting for people to notice her. In fact, this attention-seeking 
Misfit laps up any sort of attention. 

F O O D  F I G H T
There’s no such thing as a quiet lunch in this crazy cafeteria – but is the food fight a diversionary tactic  
so you can’t find these mischievous Misfits? Dodge the flying foodstuffs and spot the characters below.

CHELIO At home in the kitchen, Chelio loves Misfits who enjoy her food but she hates waste – 
seeing her tasty dishes thrown around in food fights makes her very angry. 

STRIO Only going to the cafeteria to meet up with other Misfits, Strio hates the thought of eating in 
front of others, so she hides until she misses her place in the queue. 
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